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The proposed WIBU-LP Channel 35 facilities will fully comply with the current FCC

Standard with regard to human exposure to nonionizing radiation.  The proposed facili-

ties will operate with a maximum average effective radiated power of 15 kilowatts using

a Jampro JA/LS-AO-16 directional antenna that will be side mounted at the 148 meter

level on an existing 152 meter tower. 

Equation (2), found on Page 30 of Supplement A to FCC OET Bulletin No. 65, de-

tails the calculation technique for determining the power density levels for a TV broad-

cast facility.  In this case, however, it is necessary to substitute the proposed average

DTV effective radiated power (15 kilowatts) for the expression [0.4ERPV + ERPA] in this

equation to compensate for the fact that DTV power levels are expressed in terms of

average power, rather than peak power, as is the case for the visual portion of an ana-

log TV signal. Using this equation in conjunction with vertical pattern data supplied by

the antenna manufacturer yields a maximum predicted power density of 0.66

microwatts/cm2 at two meters above ground level, which will occur at a horizontal dis-

tance of 31 meters from the tower base.  Since the permitted power density for uncon-

trolled exposure on Channel 35 is 397.3 microwatts/cm2, this amounts to only 0.17% of

the permitted level for uncontrolled exposure.  Since this value is less than 5% of the

permitted level, the proposed facilities are excluded from environmental processing un-

der this standard and need not be considered in conjunction with other co-located or

nearby facilities in evaluating uncontrolled exposure compliance with this standard.
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WIBU-LP, in conjunction with other co-located and nearby facilities, will continue to

take appropriate steps to insure that workers that must be on this tower will not be ex-

posed to levels of nonionizing radiation that are in excess of the permitted level for con-

trolled exposure.  These steps will include the cessation of operation or a reduction in

power, as appropriate, when work becomes necessary in areas on this tower where the

power density levels are in excess of the permitted level for controlled exposure.


